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A p-channel metal oxide semiconductor field-effect transistor (PMOSFET)-type bio-
sensor for detecting streptavidin-biotin protein complexes has been fabricated.  Au, which
has a chemical affinity with thiol, was used as the gate metal in order to form a self-
assembled monolayer (SAM).  A SAM was used to immobilize streptavidin.  The hydroxyl
group of SAM was bound with the amine group of streptavidin.  Biotin was then injected
into the solution to form streptavidin-biotin protein complexes in the solution.  Streptavidin
and biotin were bound by a high affinity (Ka~1015 Mol-1). Measurements were conducted in
a phosphate buffer saline (PBS; pH 6.4, 20 μM) solution and a Pt electrode was used as the
reference electrode.  The bindings of SAM, streptavidin, and biotin caused a variation in
the drain current of the PMOSFET-type biosensor.  To verify interactions among SAM,
streptaividn, and biotin, a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurement was per-
formed.

1. Introduction

Recently, interest in the genome project has increased, and the need to investigate
biomolecules (e.g., antibodies, peptides and nucleotides) has reached a critical level.
Biochip technology is being developed to analyze biomolecules effectively.  The biosen-
sor, which is a result of studies combining biology and engineering, has drawn consider-
able attention due to its fast analysis and convenient measurements.  Examples of the
biochip include a deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) chip and a protein chip.(1,2)
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However, while DNA information basically controls life activity, the occurrence of
disease has appeared in the protein level. Therefore, we need to identify the protein itself.
Typical methods used for protein analysis are very similar to those for DNA sequences,
for example, mass spectrometry, optical measurements, and electrochemical measure-
ments.(3–5)  The most common method is optical measurement. This method, however, has
a disadvantage in that it requires the use of fluorescent materials and expensive equipment.
Moreover, a portable diagnostic application is not easy. To overcome these problems,
various methods and devices have been investigated, such as capacitance and impedance
measurements, piezoelectric devices, and field-effect transistors (FETs).(6–9)  A FET-type
sensor, which is fabricated by semiconductor integrated circuit technology, has recently
attracted considerable attention due to its numerous advantages in terms of miniaturization,
standardization, and mass production.(10–13)

In the current study, we have fabricated a p-channel metal oxide semiconductor
(PMOS)FET-type biosensor  in order to detect protein molecules.  The electrical character-
istics of a PMOSFET-type biosensor were investigated.  A quartz crystal microbalance
(QCM) measurement was performed under the same conditions to verify interactions
among SAM, streptaividn and biotin.

2. Theory

2.1 Operating principle
The physical structure of a FET-type biosensor for detecting protein is very similar to

that of a MOSFET and the operating principle can be explained on the basis of self-
assembled monolayer (SAM) and MOSFET operation theory.  It is based on the interaction
of thiol on gold.  Figure 1 shows the structures of a conventional MOSFET and a MOSFET–
type biosensor.  The normal metal or polysilicon gate electrode of the MOSFET is replaced
by the reference electrode in an electrolyte solution and Au, which has a chemical affinity
with thiol on the top of the gate insulator.  A gate voltage is applied to the gate insulator via
the reference electrode and the electrolyte solution for the proper operation of the sensor.
An electrochemical potential is then developed at the surface of Au with the binding of
SAM and streptavidin.  In addition, the variation of the capacitance is generated by the
binding of streptavidin and biotin.  These results can be measured as a shift in drain current
or threshold voltage.  The threshold voltage VT and the current to voltage characteristics of
MOSFET are
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where ΦMS is the metal-semiconductor work function difference, Co is the gate oxide
capacitance per unit area, ΦF is the Fermi potential of the semiconductor bulk, Qo is the
charge per unit area present at the interface and bulk of the oxide, Qd is the space charge per
unit area within the depletion region of the semiconductor, IDS is the drain to source current,
μ is the surface mobility of minority carriers in the semiconductor, W and L are the width
and length of the gate, respectively, VGS is the gate to source voltage, and VDS is the drain to
source voltage.

Since in a MOSFET-type biosensor the metal gate is replaced with a reference
electrode and an Au layer, the expressions for the threshold voltage VT1 and the current to
voltage characteristics should be altered from those of a MOSFET in the following
manner:
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where ΦRL is the interface potential between the reference electrode and the liquid, ϕ
(protein) is the interface potential between proteins and the gate electrode, and Cgeff is the
capacitance per unit area of the gate insulator including the proteins and gate oxide.

Fig. 1.   Structures of (a) conventional MOSFET and (b) MOSFET-type biosensor.

(a)                                                                      (b)
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2.2 SAM, streptavidin and biotin
Protein is an essential part of living organisms.  To analyze protein, a technique for

immobilizing protein on the surface of the sensor is essential.(14)  One solution is by SAM
formation.(15)  In particular, thiols that are attached to Au, which is used as the gate metal,
are used to form a SAM.  A monolayer of thiols on the Au surface is a well-documented
example of SAM.  The head and tail groups of SAM are composed of thiols and a hydroxyl
group, respectively.  In this experiment, streptavidin was used as the protein to be bound
with biotin.  Streptavidin is built from four subunits and has a molecular weight of about 60
kilodaltons (kD).(16)  Streptavidin is frequently investigated due to its specific binding with
biotin.  Streptavidin-biotin complexes are useful in a wide range of biotechnological
applications such as tagging or the delivery of molecules.  Streptavidin can be attached to
a SAM because it has an amine group.  After binding with streptavidin, biotin was injected
in order to investigate the interaction between streptavidin and biotin.  The high-affinity
streptavidin-biotin complexes are characterized by an extensive hydrogen-bonding net-
work.(17)  After binding with biotin, a multilayer was formed on the gate of the biosensor.
The multilayer is composed of a SAM, streptavidin, and biotin.

3. Fabrication

Figure 2 shows a cross–sectional diagram of a PMOSFET-type biosensor.  The starting
material was a p-type <100> Si wafer.  The width and length of the gate were 200 μm and
10 μm, respectively.  A PMOSFET-type biosensor for detecting streptavidin and biotin
was fabricated using a PMOS process.  It was fabricated as a PMOSFET-type biosensor
because the thiol (-SH) radicals of SAM have a negative charge.  Au was used as the gate
metal to form a SAM with thiols.  The fabrication process of the biosensor can be divided
into two parts, a standard PMOS process and a Cr/Au formation.  After a standard PMOS
process, SiO2/Si3N4 plasma etching for gate opening was performed.  In this last process, a
Cr/Au layer was deposited by a lift–off process.  The biosensor was attached to the
metalized alimina substrate.  Then, the biosensor was electrically connected to the elec-
trode on the substrate by bonding wire.  Silicone rubber was coated onto the bonding wire

Fig. 2.    Cross-sectional diagram of PMOSFET-type biosensor.
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and a metal line for electrical isolation in order to allow them to be dipped into the solution.
Figure 3 shows a photograph of the fabricated header with the sensor.  Figure 4 shows the
measurement diagram.  A semiconductor parameter analyzer was used as the measuring
equipment.

Fig.3.   Photograph of fabricated header.

Fig.4.   Measurement diagram.
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4. Measurement

To fix the activation conditions of the sample, potassium phosphate buffer saline (K+

PBS) was used as the solution.  The PBS solution has a pH of 6.4 and a potassium
concentration of 20 mM, which are the activation conditions for streptavidin and biotin.  A
Pt reference electrode was used to apply the gate bias of the biosensor.  Before the
measurements were taken, the biosensor and the Pt reference electrode were cleaned by
acetone, methanol, and D.I. water in that order.  The dark current was then measured in the
PBS solution.  A gate voltage of –2 V was applied.  After that, 10 μl 6-mercaptohexanol
(MCH) was diluted in 50 ml of D.I. water and the diluted solution was injected into the 10
ml PBS solution.  Thiols of MCH were attached to the Au surface.  After rinsing the
biosensor in the PBS solution, the biosensor was dipped into the solution.  When a SAM
was formed, the drain current was measured, and the biosensor was exposed overnight to 1
μg/ml streptavidin in the PBS solution.  After rinsing the biosensor in the new PBS
solution, the drain current was measured.  Finally, biotin was injected and the drain current
was measured after 24 h.

A quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) measurement was performed to verify the
electrical characteristics of the PMOSFET-type biosensor.  The QCM method is a well-
established technique for the measuring of small nanoscale mass changes; it is based on the
relationship between changes in mass of materials attached to the crystal and oscillation
frequency of the crystal.(18,19)  The experiment using QCM was performed under the same
measurement conditions as those used for the PMOSFET-type biosensor.

5. Results and Discussion

The electrical characteristics of the SAM, streptavidin, and biotin were detected by a
PMOSFET-type biosensor.  The drain current increased due to the negative charge of thiols
when the SAM was formed on the Au.  The variation in the drain current was on the
average 164 μA.  The drain current decreased due to the positive charge of the amine group
when the SAM and streptavidin were bound together.  The charges of the SAM and
streptavidin changed the drain current of the PMOSFET-type biosensor since they were
functioning as the gate bias.  The drain current further decreased to an average of 71 μA.
The drain current decreased to an average of 50 μA due to the decrease in the capacitance
when the streptavidin and biotin were bound.  The variation in the capacitance can be
explained in terms of the Debye length.  It is well known that only potential changes that
occur within the order of the Debye length can be detected.(20)  However, the dimensions of
macromolecules such as biotin are much longer (about 10 nm) than those of the double
layer at the electrolyte-insulator interface.  Therefore, the measurable effect of potential
due to the biotin charge is very small in a solution with a high ionic strength, (>0.1 M)
because biomolecule charges will be at a greater distance from the surface than the Debye
length.  In this case, the capacitance effect of biotin was more dominant than their charge
effect.  Therefore, the C-V measurement can also be used to detect the reaction character-
istics of streptavidin-biotin protein complexes by employing the semiconductor’s flat band
potential shift.  The drain current of the biosensor decreased because the increase in the
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distance between capacitor plates lowered the capacitance.  Figure 5 shows the measured
drain current as a function of interactions among SAM, streptaividn and biotin.  Conse-
quently, as the variation of the drain current of a PMOSFET-type biosensor, the existence
of streptavidin, as well as the specific binding between streptavidin and biotin could be
defined.

Fig. 5. Measured drain current as a function of interactions among SAM, streptavidin, and biotin.
(a) IDS–VDS characteristics for SAM and streptavidin. (b) IDS–VDS for streptavidin and biotin.

(a)

(b)
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Interactions among SAM, streptavidin, and biotin on the Au glass were detected by the
QCM measurement.  Since the QCM is a continuous, real-time detector, it is possible to
assess the kinetics of interaction.  Figure 6 shows the real-time detection of SAM,
streptavidin, and biotin according to the variation in resonance frequency on the surface of
the QCM.  The variations in resonance frequency in the Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c)
correspond to the masses of thiol, streptavidin, and biotin, respectively.  These results show
quantitatively good agreement with those of a PMOSFET-type biosensor.  Therefore, it is
confirmed that the variation of the drain current in a PMOSFET-type biosensor was caused
by biomolecules.

7. Conclusions

A PMOSFET-type biosensor was fabricated in order to detect streptavidin-biotin
protein complexes.  SAM was used in order to bind streptavidin.  After the reaction of
SAM, streptavidin, and biotin, the variation in the drain current was investigated.  After the
immobilization of thiols which were composed of the head group of SAM, the drain current
of the PMOSFET-type biosensor increased due to the negative charges of thiols.  The
hydroxyl group of SAM was bound with the amine group of streptavidin.  As a result, the
drain current decreased due to the positive charges of the amine group.  Then, biotin was
injected to identify streptavidin-biotin complexes.  The drain current decreased due to the
binding of biotin.  Since the length of the streptavidin-biotin complexes was as long as 10
nm, the drain current decreased due to the capacitance effect caused by the characteristic
length of biomolecules.  In the same measurement conditions, a QCM measurement was
performed to verify interactions among SAM, streptaividn, and biotin.  The shift in the
resonant frequency verified that SAM, streptavidin, and biotin were attached to the Au
surface.

Therefore, it is concluded that the proposed PMOSFET-type biosensor can be used to
detect streptavidin-biotin protein complexes.  In addition, it is expected that such a
PMOSFET-type biosensor can detect various protein molecules.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig.6.  Real–time detection of SAM, streptavidin, and biotin according to variation in resonance
frequency using QCM. (a) Resonance frequency versus time for thiol. (b) Resonance frequency
versus time for streptavidin. (c) Resonance frequency versus time for biotin.
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